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ABSTRACT
In the present article, first a review of various thermomechanical approaches applied to modeling of friction stir
welding (FSW) processes is presented and underlying constitutive equations employed by different researchers
are discussed within each group of models. This includes Computational Solid Mechanics (CSM)-based,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-based and Multiphysics (CSM-CFD) models. Next, by employing an
integrated multiphysics simulation model, recently developed by the authors for FSW of aluminum 6061, the
effect of some common constitutive equations such as power law, Carreau and Perzyna is studied on the
prediction of process outputs such as temperature, shear rate, shear strain rate, viscosity and torque under
identical welding conditions. In doing so, unknown parameters of the power law dynamic viscosity model were
identified for the aluminum 6061 near solidus by fitting the related equation to Perzyna dynamic viscosity model
response with the Zener-Hollomon flow stress. Effects of Zener-Hollomon and Johnson-Cook flow stress models
are also analyzed in the same example by predicting the shear stress around the FSW tool. Based on the
conducted comparative study, some agreeable results and consistencies among outcomes of specific constitutive
equations were found, however some clear inconsistencies were also noticed, indicating that constitutive models
should be carefully chosen, identified, and employed in FSW simulations based on characteristics of each given
process and material.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid state welding process where a rotating tool consists of a pin and
a shoulder is plunged inside the contact surfaces of the welding plates and moved along the weld line
[1]. There are different thermomechanical models used to predict physical variables in FSW
processes. A major task of these models is the prediction of the material temperature, flow stress,
strain rate and strain during processing and the resulting residual stresses after welding. The models
solve energy, mass and force equilibrium equations using analytical and numerical approaches such as
finite volume, finite difference, and finite element along with different formulations such as
Lagrangian/Eulerian /Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE), etc. A key element of any selected FSW
prediction model is the fundamental relation used to link the flow stress, temperature, strain, and
strain rate, which is commonly referred to as constitutive equation. The form of such equations
closely depends on microscopic mechanisms of the plastic flow in crystalline materials, and their
constants are obtained based on mechanical experiments such as hot tension, compression or torsion
tests [1]. The reported FSW models can be categorized into three main groups as reviewed in Sections
1.1 to 1.3. Within all these categories, heat transfer for temperature predictions is normally an
embedded formulation in the models.
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1.1 Computational Solid Mechanics (CSM)-based models
These models have been extensively used in earlier research [1-67] and consider that the welding
material remains solid during the process. The force equilibrium equation is expressed on the basis of
continuum mechanics and the resulting partial derivative equations (PDE) are solved using in-house
or commercial codes. The early models in this category have used a thermal model first to predict the
temperature distribution in the welded parts and then in a segregated model they could predict the
residual stress field [1]. In more recent models under this category, a coupled thermomechanical
model is directly used to predict both the temperature distribution and the residual stress fields [65].
Nevertheless, it can be inferred that the main characteristic of the CSM models is the computation of
strain and residual stress distributions. Some of the commercial codes used for these models include
Abaqus, Ansys, Forge3, and Deform3D.

1.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-based models
Under this category, some models directly use viscosity laws in simulation and some others are based
on an equivalent dynamic viscosity definition from CSM models, also called solid mechanics based
dynamic viscosity [3, 37, 43, 68-120]. For the latter, the Von-Mises flow stress was first used by
Zienkiewicz et al. [121] in modeling viscoplastic deformation processes such as extrusion, rolling,
deep drawing and stretching. Using in-house or commercial codes such as Fluent, in these models the
momentum equilibrium equation (Navier-Stokes) is solved considering that the non-Newtonian
material has different viscosity values equal to the ratio of shear stress to shear strain rate, whose
value can vary in different regions of the deformation domain. Hence, the main characteristic of these
models is the computation of strain rate, and they are most often not capable of predicting elastic
strain and residual stress fields because of the incompressible flow assumption. There are some few
cases where a limited plastic strain has been predicted by CFD models using some post-processing
techniques such as those by Reynolds et al. [3], Bastier et al. [87], Long et al. [105], and Arora et al.
[118]. For instance, Long et al. [105] used a geometry-based formulation to calculate engineering
strains on limited streamlines. Reynolds et al. [3], Bastier et al. [87], and Arora et al. [118] estimated
the accumulated plastic strains in the welding material by integrating strain rates along limited
streamlines.

1.3 Multiphysics (CSM-CFD) models
There are models which use both CFD and CSM approaches to predict strains and residual stresses,
along with flow characteristics. Namely, first they use a CFD approach based on the equivalent
dynamic viscosity definition from CSM to predict temperature distribution and the shear stress near
tool-material interface. Then, they employ the CSM approach to model elastic and plastic strains and
residual stresses. The residual stresses are resulted from different thermo-elastic strains across the
material domain before and after clamping release in the FSW set-up and complete cooling of plates.
These models often use temperature dependent elastic moduli and thermal expansion coefficients
[122-126]. If any solid-state phase transformation occurs after FSW with different lattice volume
properties of the new phase compared to the parent phase, then transformation induced strains also
needs to be considered in residual stress calculations; e.g., in FSW of carbon steels [127, 128]. More
details of these models are explained in [129].
Recently, an integrated multiphysics model of FSW of aluminum 6061 was developed in [129] using
Comsol. Regarding the ‘integrated’ feature of the model, it is continuously capable of predicting
plastic strains and strain rates over the material domain during the process, followed by predicting the
microstructure and residual stresses after the process, all within the same code. The strain components
at different material points are calculated using the integration of strain rate over time on different
flow streamlines. The heat transfer and CFD modules of the model use a viscoplastic material
behaviour (fluid type constitutive equation) to find the temperature history. Subsequently it is used as
a input in the CSM module with an elasto-viscoplastic constitutive material behaviour (solid type
constitutive equation) to find residual stresses resulting from thermo-elastic strains at the end of the
welding process after material cools down to ambient temperature and unclamping [126]. It has been
shown that using the same model, the weld material microstructure can be predicted by using
empirical grain and subgrain size equations [130]. In Kocks-Mecking-Estrin (KME) or Hart’s
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constitutive models, the effect of dynamic recrystallization, grain growth and recovery on flow stress
has been considered (more to be discussed in Section 2-2), but to the best of authors’ knowledge no
model has evaluated their effects on the strain softening and the strain distribution during FSW. In the
next sections we review different material constitutive equations used most commonly by other
researchers within the CSM and CDF model categories (Section 2) and then we implement (Section 3)
and compare (Section 4) some of these equations within the same FSW prediction tool developed in
[129] for aluminum 6061. Concluding remarks regarding the optimal use of the selected constitutive
equations are presented in Section 5, and potential future work is outlined in Section 6.

II.

CFD AND CSM CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

There are different constitutive equations defined for different types of welding materials based on the
chosen modeling approach (CFD [131] or CSM [132]). Some of these constitutive equations have
been previously used in modeling FSW processes, which are discussed below.

2.1 CFD constitutive equations
The important point is that when a CFD approach is used, because it is assumed that the material is an
incompressible fluid (based on the mass equilibrium equation), we cannot model elastic deformation.
During the deformation of a plastic (or viscoplastic) solid, plastic strains are large enough that one can
consider elastic strain to be negligible, then the material behaviour mimics an incompressible viscous
flow (possibly non-Newtonian) along with the prescribed velocity boundary conditions. Different
formulations for these problems are suggested in [121, 133, 134]. Kuykendall et al. [135] studied the
effect of using some of such constitutive equations in stress-strain model of axial compression and
compared them with data from experiments. They determined the model constants for ZenerHollomon, Johnson-Cook and Kockw-Mecking-Estrin constitutive equations for aluminum 5083 and
used as input in a model developed for axial compression deformation. Capabilities of the constitutive
equations were compared in capturing the strain hardening and saturation in the axial compression
model and compared well to experimental stress-strain curves.
There are different fluid-like material behaviors as shown in Figure 1. Generally, these include
Newtonian, Bingham plastic, power law (dilatant or pseudoplastic), and structural. The structural
fluids have a Newtonian behavior at very high and very low shear rates and have shear thinning or
pseudoplastic properties between these two extremes [131].

Figure 1: (a) Shear stress versus shear rate and (b) viscosity versus shear rate for different fluid-type materials
[131]

General constitutive equations for the fluid-type materials should relate temperature (T), flow stress
(σ), and strain rate (  ) or shear strain rate (  ) to dynamic viscosity ( ). It has been shown that the
maximum temperature during FSW is solidus temperature, as this welding process is a solid state
welding and there is a cut-off temperature (below the solidus temperature) at which the dynamic
viscosity of material decreases dramatically. The dynamic viscosity becomes virtually zero when the
temperature reaches the solidus temperature [104, 129].
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2.1.1 Power law dynamic viscosity
The power law is an example of a generalized non-Newtonian fluid. If there is a linear relation
between the logarithm of shear stress and the logarithm of viscosity, then the viscosity of the material
under a power-law can be represented as:
Power law dynamic viscosity:
(1)
 ( )  m n1
where two viscous rheological properties (model constants) are the consistency coefficient m, and the
flow index n,. For n>1, the power law represents a shear thickening or pseudoplastic fluid. For n<1, it
is a shear thinning or dilatant fluid. When the value of n is equal to one then it describes a Newtonian
fluid. Colegrove et al. [69] and Reynold et al. [3] used the above power-law constitutive model in
FSW modeling for the first time. Later, Reynolds et al. [3] presented a temperature dependent power
law dynamic viscosity as:
Temperature dependant power law dynamic viscosity:

T
T

 (T ,  )  K exp( 0 ) n1

(2)

2.1.2 Carreau model of dynamic viscosity
The Carreau model [136] has proven to be very effective for describing the viscosity of structural
fluids. The constitutive equation under this model reads:
Carreau model [136]:

 ( )   

0  
[1  ( 2 2 )] p

(3)

where  0 is the low shear limiting viscosity,   the high shear limiting viscosity, λ is a time
constant, and p is the shear thinning index. Atharifar et al. [117] used the Carreau model in FSW
modeling in the following form:

T0 2 ( m21)
    (0  )[1  ( exp( )) ]
Carreau model [117]:
(4)
T
where  0 and   are zero and infinite shear viscosities respectively,  is the shear strain-rate, λ is the
time constant, T0 is the reference temperature and m is the power law index for the non-Newtonian
fluid.
2.1.3 Perzyna model of dynamic viscosity
The dynamic viscosity which is a function of temperature and strain rate can be derived from the ratio
of the effective deviatoric flow stress to the effective strain rate by use of Perzyna's model of
viscoplasticity [133] as presented by Zienkiewicz et al [134] and employed by Ulysse [70] in FSW
modeling:
Perzyna model:

 (T ,  ) 

 (T ,  )
3

(5)

However, in implementing this model one still requires to use a constitutive equation for the effective
flow stress,  , versus effective strain rate,  , which in turn is considered one of the equations for
CSM approaches as will be discussed in Section 2.2.
2.1.4 Bendzsak-North model of dynamic viscosity
For some aluminum heat-treatable alloys, the Zener-Hollomon (Sellars-Tegart law) used in Perzyna
dynamic viscosity equation provides a poor fit to isothermal, isostrain-rate data [71]. In this case it is
preferable to interpolate the viscosity property at different temperature and strain rates numerically.
An alternative approach has been adopted by Bendzsak et al. [68, 137, 138] who used an effective
dynamic viscosity described at a given temperature by a heuristic material model which gives a
moderate strain-rate sensitivity to the viscosity.
Bendzsak-North model:

a  0 exp( B r ) , r  2a

(6)

where  a is effective viscosity,  0 is reference viscosity, B is material constant,  r is shear stress
and  is equivalent strain rate. Bendzsak et al. [68] were among first used this constitutive model in
FSW modeling.
2.1.5 Modified Bingham model of dynamic viscosity
Perfect yielding material behavior is known as Bingham fluid behavior as shown in Figure 1 and can
be implemented by the following constitutive law [109]:
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Bingham fluid:

  0 :  0

0

   0 :   (    )


(7)

where  is the equivalent shear stress, τ0 is the yield shear stress,  is the equivalent shear strain rate
and η is the dynamic viscosity.
Dorfler [109] introduced a modified Bingham equation in FSW modeling by using Papanastasiou
approach [139] and also defining a new constant m (convergence parameter) to avoid numerical errors
during simulations [109]:
Modified Bingham equation:

 

 ( , T )m
.
(  h) m

(8)

The convergence parameter m is chosen as exponent in a way that the highly nonlinear term becomes
eliminated for m = 0 and is fully effective for a value of m = 1. The constant h is used to achieve
convergence when the shear rate is zero and is chosen very small so that it does not affect the
accuracy of the model. Dorfler [109] used an empirical flow stress equation which will be explained
in Section 2.2 as one of the solid mechanics-based flow stress constitutive equations. He also used a
level set method to model material properties in dissimilar FSW. It is worth adding that there are other
constitutive equations which have been developed in CFD but have not been used in FSW such as
Ellis model, Sisko model, Meter model, Yasuda model [131], and also the formulation of Duvaut–
Lions which is equal to the formulation of Perzyna [140].
2.2 CSM constitutive equations
Generally speaking, one can consider different solid mechanics-based material models during plastic
deformation of a material. These include perfectly plastic, plastic, elastic-perfectly plastic,
elastoplastic, perfectly viscoplastic, viscoplastic, elastic-perfectly viscoplastic and elastoviscoplastic
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Schematic of stress-strain curves in different solid mechanics-based material models (T is temperature
and dε/dt is strain rate)

The material behavior during hot deformation can include dynamic recovery or dynamic
recrystallization as shown in Figure 3 [141]. During dynamic recovery, stress reaches the steady state
stress (saturation) and during dynamic recrystallization, first the stress increases to the peak stress and
then reaches a steady state plateau where there is no change in stress value, but microstructural
changes can be present.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the true stress-true strain curve during (a) dynamic recovery, and (b) dynamic
recrystallization [141]

In general, CSM-based material constitutive relations in FSW models are aimed to link strain rate (  ),
temperature (T) and sometimes strain (ε) to the equivalent flow stress (σ). Most commonly used
models of this kind are reviewed below.
2.2.1 Zener-Hollomon (ZH) model or Sellars-Tegart law (perfectly viscoplastic)
One may consider the flow stress of a solid during hot deformation to be equal to its dynamic
recovery/recrystallization steady state stress which is independent of plastic strain. If the plastic
deformation is high, one may also neglect the elastic deformation and consider the material behavior
as prefectly viscoplastic as shown in Figure 2. The material flow stress can be correlated with the
Zener-Hollomon parameter [142] (temperature-compensated strain rate) as proposed by Sellars and
Tegart [143] and modified by Sheppard and Wright [144]:
Zener-Hollomon parameter [143, 144]:
Zener-Hollomon flow stress model:

Q
)
RT
1
Z
  sinh 1 (( )1/ n )

A
Z   exp(

(9)
(10)

where Z is the Zener-Hollomon parameter,  is the effective strain rate, Q is the temperature
independent activation energy which is equal to self-diffusion energy, R is the gas constant, and  ,
A , and n are model constants which are determined from hot deformation experiments. Tello et al.
[145] recently reported more accurate model constants for some alloys compared to available
experimental data. This CSM constitutive model has been extensively used in CFD models of FSW,
which are essentially based on an equivalent dynamic viscosity definition from a CSM approach by
means of Perzyna law [70] (Eq. 5).
2.2.2 Johnson-Cook model (Elastoviscoplastic)
The Johnson-Cook material model is an empirical equation in the following form [146]:
Johnson-Cook model:

  [ A  B( pl )n ](1  C ln

T  Tref m
 pl
)[1  (
) ]
0
Tmelt  Tref

(11)

where  pl is the effective plastic strain,  pl is the effective plastic strain rate,  0 is the normalizing
strain rate (typically normalized to a strain rate of 1.0 s -1) and A, B, C, m, n , Tmelt and Tref are material
constants. Askari et al. [5] have been among early researchers who used this constitutive model in
FSW, and more recently Grujicic et al. [48, 62, 66] employed a modified version of the Johnson-Cook
constitutive equation considering the effect of grain size and dynamic recrystallization on the material
flow stress.
2.2.3 Norton-Hoff model (Perfectly viscoplastic)
The Norton-Hoff material is a perfectly viscoplastic material law in which the stress is a power law
function of the strain rate as follows.
Norton-Hoff model [148]:

6


  2 K ( 3 )m1 , K  K0 ( 0   )n exp( )
T

(12)
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Where,  and  are the equivalent strain and the equivalent strain rate, m and n are the sensitivity
indexes to strain rate and strain, respectively, and K0, ε0 and β are material constants. If m = 1, the
material is a Newtonian fluid with viscosity K. It is well known that the Norton-Hoff law is an
approximation to the Sellars-Tegart law, when the Zener-Hollomon parameter is smaller than A
(material constant as shown in Eq. 10), i.e., when Z<<A [147].
The Norton-Hoff law has been widely used in metal forming process simulations, such as hot forging,
where the material experiences high strain rate deformations at high temperatures. Fourment et al.
[13] have used this constitutive model early in their FSW model, and more recently Assidi et al. [56]
used the model with both K and m being functions of temperature.
2.2.4 Power law model (rigid-viscoplastic)
A temperature and strain rate dependant rigid-viscoplastic material power law model is defined as
follows [22]:
Power law model:
(13)
  KT A ( ) B ( )C
where K, A, B and C are material constants calculated by regression of the experimental data. Buffa et
al. [22] used this constitutive model in a FSW model in 2006.
The next two constitutive models, as opposed to the previous ones, are microstructurally motivated
(with state variables) based on strain hardening of the forming material.
2.2.5 Kocks-Mecking-Estrin (KME) model (rigid-viscoplastic)
This model is valid for pure materials in theory as it considers the effect of storage hardening and
dynamic recovery softening mechanisms on dislocation density. It is a classic model in the literature
for Al alloys which are strain hardened assuming that the plastic slope (dσ/dε) linearly changes with
the flow stress in general situations for instance when precipitates are present. The KME model has
the following expression for the flow stress σf as a function of the plastic strain εp, the dislocation
storage rate θ and the recovery rate β: [149-155]:
KME model:

d f

d p

    ( f   y )

(14)

 y is the material yield strength. The values of θ and β are obtained by a linear fit on the variation of
d f
the strain hardening rate
with the true flow stress in plasticity (  pl ). Eq. (14) was identified by
d
Voce empirically [152]. Simar et al. [67] used an extended KME constitutive model in FSW
modeling, which accounts for dynamic precipitation and Orowan loop during the calculation of θ and
β.
2.2.6 Hart’s model (rigid viscoplastic)
Dynamic recovery and hardening occur simultaneously during deformation and hence, any flow stress
change is the result of both of these mechanisms by means of generation and annihilation of crystal
defects such as dislocations. Hart [153] proposed a new constitutive equation which was later used by
Eggert and Dawson [154, 155] in modeling of upset welding and by Forrest et al. [21] in FSW
modelling. The simplified Hart’s model considers the plastic stress (  p ) and the viscous stress (  v )
affecting the flow stress (  ) as follows [27, 33, 85]:
Hart’s model:
(15)
     p  v

Q
)
RT
b
K
Q
 p  K exp[( ) ] , b  b0 ( ) N exp(
)
D
G
RT
D
a

 v  G( )1/ M

, a  a0 exp(

(16)
(17)

where D is the average value of deformation rate, T is temperature and K is strength. G, Q, Q', M, N,
λ, a0 and b0 are material constants identified from large deformation tests. During firction stir welding
there is a high deformation rate around the tool’s pin and accordnigly Cho et al. [27] used an
evolution equation to specify the strength’s saturation value which is a function of temperature and
strain rate. In their work K was also defined under a Voce-like saturation limit.
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2.2.7 Dorfler emperical model
As strain values in material around tool during FSW is high and tension test gives limited strain value,
the tensile test data may be suitable only to a limited extend for finding the parameters of a given
constitutive model. To model the material behaviour under large deformations more precisely, an
empirical material model was introduced by Dorfler [109] based on experimental data from torsion
test.
2
2
Dorfler model:  ( , T )  aa  baT  caT  ab (T  bb )ln(  ac  bcT  ccT )
(18)

σ is the flow stress,  is the strain rate, T is the temperature and ai, bi, ci are material constants. The
empirical model factors have been worked out for strain hardened aluminum alloys as well as for
precipitation hardened alloys and showed [109] good results for both alloy types. Dorfler [109] also
compared his model with the Johnson-Cook constitutive model and showed that his model predictions
are slightly lower compared to experimental stress-strain curves of two aluminum alloys, whereas the
Johnson-Cook model results were quite higher compared to test data.
Hansel-Spittel is another constitutive model which has been used by Assidi et al. [56] in FSW
modeling; however in that work the model generated a maximum temperature higher than the material
melting point and hence they suggested the Norton-Hoff constitutive equation instead. There are other
constitutive equations which have been developed in CSM approaches but have not, or rarely, been
used in the FSW literature to date. These include: Bingham-Norton [132], Garvus [156], ZerilliArmstrong (ZA) [157], Follansbee-Kocks (mechanical threshold stress model) [158], Mackawa [159],
modified Johnson-Cook [160], Usui [161], Bammann-Chiesa-Johnson (BCJ) [162], Physics-based
(PB) [163], Cowper-Symonds [164], Steinberg–Cochran–Guinan–Lund [165, 166] and Preston–
Tonks–Wallace [167].
Finally, we would like to add that there are also some other equations for stress-strain response of
materials, but the effect of strain rate is not considered in these models [168]:
   0  k m
Ludwik equation [169]:
(19)

  k n
  k (   0 )n
Voce equation [172]:
  B  ( B  A) exp(n )
d 1 d  2 d  3


 d
Levy-Mises equation (also called flow rules) [173]:
 1  2
 3
Hollomon equation [170]:
Swift equation [171]:

III.

IMPLEMENTING AND COMPARING
EQUATIONS IN A SAME FSW MODEL

SELECTED

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

CONSTITUTIVE

The integrated multiphysics FSW model considered for aluminum 6061 in the present work is adapted
from [129], where details on different modules of the model can be found. In brief, the model uses a
2D Eulerian multiphysics flow formulation. We neglected the elastic behavior and strain hardening of
the aluminum alloy as there is high strain during FSW; i.e. a perfectly vicoplastic deformation is
considered without strain hardening and with fluid flow. The Perzyna viscosity law (Eq. 5) with the
Zener-Hollomon flow stress equation (Eq. 10) and heat transfer equation were initially employed to
model the flow stress of the material and provide the necessary temperature- and strain ratedependent viscosity of the aluminum fluid. Also the Zener-Hollomon flow stress equation was used to
define the pin heat flux. An empirical cut-off temperature (50 oC lower than solidus temperature) was
applied to prevent temperature increase higher than solidus. The velocity boundary conditions are
applied by defining a stick coefficient between the tool and workpiece. The model has been already
validated using experimental data and other published models as discussed in [129]. The process
conditions include a tool RPM of ω=186 and the weld speed of uweld=2.34 mm/sec (Figure 4). In the
next sections we aim to apply a set of selected constitutive equations reviewed in Section 2 to this
FSW model of aluminum 6061 via the following implantations.
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3.1 Applying different dynamic viscosity equations of aluminum 6061
As parameters of the dynamic viscosity equation of Carreau model (Eq 4) are reported in Atharifar et
al. [117], and the Zener-Hollomon flow stress (Eq 10) model constants in Tello et al. [145], we used
these two constitutive equations to develop Carreau and Perzyna dynamic viscosity (Eq. 5) models,
respectively. Also the Zener-Hollomon flow stress was used to simulate the pin heat flux of the
model, where we can predict temperature, shear strain rate, shear stress, viscosity and the applied
torque around pin.

3.2 Identifying the power law viscosity model parameters for aluminum 6061
For comparison purposes, in the present work the power law dynamic viscosity model parameters (m
and n in Eq. 1) were determined for aluminum 6061 near solidus by fitting the equation to Perzyna
dynamic viscosity model response from [129] with the Zener-Hollomon flow stress. The fitted values
of model parameters were m=1.28×107 and n=0.2, with a coefficient of determination of R2=0.99. As
a result, the (CFD based) power law model was also considered in the pool of compared constitutive
models.

3.3 Applying Johnson-Cook flow stress equations in Perzyna dynamic viscosity model
In order to study the effect of using Johnson-Cook flow stress equation (Eq 11) compared to ZenerHollomon flow stress equation (Eq 10) on the resulting flow stress around pin, we applied the
temperature, strain and strain rate distributions obtained by the Zener-Hollomon equation (under
different viscosity laws) into the Johnson-Cook flow stress equation with the latter model constants
taken from the work of Lesuer et al. [174] for aluminum 6061.
In the next section, we will first compare the effect of using different CFD based constitutive
equations (namely, the power law, Carreau, and Perzyna models) with Zener-Hollomon flow stress
model to simulate the pin heat flux. Next, we will compare the predicted shear stress values using the
Zener-Hollomon and Johnson-Cook equations with the same temperature, shear strain rate and strain
distributions around the pin found via each of the power law, Carreau and Perzyna viscosity models.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations on CFD model results
The shear stress in the CFD model of FSW around the pin after using Perzyna, Carreau and power law
dynamic viscosity equations are shown in Figure 4. In all the models in Figure 4 we use the ZenerHollomon (ZH) flow stress to determine the tool’s heat flux as discussed in [129]. It is clear that the
three models resulted in a comparable flow stress around the pin, however Carreau model shows the
lowest shear stress compared to the other two models.

Figure 4: Effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations on shear stress around the pin
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In Figure 5 the effect of different dynamic viscosity equations on the shear strain rate and temperature
of points around the pin is shown. It is clear that the maximum temperature is somewhere between
regions 2 and 3 and closer to region 3; i.e., in the trailing side of the pin (Figure 4) which is in
agreement with earlier works [129]. Also the maximum shear rate occurs between regions 3 and 4 in
advancing side of the plates. Apparently Carreau and power law models predict lower shear strain
rates and temperature values compared to Perzyna dynamic viscosity model. Also they all result in a
similar maximum temperature (about 540 oC) while the Carreau model predicts a slightly higher
value.

Figure 5: Effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations on shear strain rate and temperature around pin

Figure 6 shows that the effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations on resulting dynamic
viscosity values around the pin is much more significant than the previous effects. Perzyna model
with ZH flow stress predicts notably higher dynamic viscosity values compared to other dynamic
viscosity models. Interestingly, however, they all show the same value at the point where the material
temperature is equal to its solidus temperature. The difference in other regions would be due to the
higher sensitivity of the Perzya constitutive model to temperature and shear stain rate changes around
the pin.

Figure 6: Effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations on dynamic viscosity around pin
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We also compared the resulting temperature distribution on the weld line after using different
dynamic viscosity models in the CFD model as shown in Figure 7. All of the models provided a very
similar temperature distribution except for Carreau model at the leading edge (in front of the pin)
which shows slightly higher temperatures.

Figure 7: Effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations on maximum temperature on the weldline

Next, considering plates with 10 mm thickness, we calculated the resulting torque on the pin as shown
in Figure 8. The predicted torque values are close to each other while in the Carreau model it is
slightly lower compared to the other two dynamic viscosity models.

Figure 8: The Effect of using different dynamic viscosity equations in the CFD model on the predicted torque
on the pin

4.2 Effect of using different CSM flow stress equations
In order to compare the Johnson-Cook (JC) flow stress model to the Zener-Hollomon (ZH) flow stress
model under similar CFD viscosity laws (power law, Carreau or Perzyna), we obtained the
temperature, strain and strain rate distributions resulted from Zener-Hollomon model with each of the
above viscosity models and applied them into the JC flow stress equation for aluminum 6061. The
results are shown in Figure 9 (data from Figure 4 have been added to Figure 9 for facilitating
comparisons). As seen in Figure 9, using the JC flow stress model has resulted higher values of shear
stress around the pin compared to the ZH flow stress model. Also when the JC model is used, the
average value of shear stress around the pin is higher compared to that of the ZH model. This is
because of high strain values during FSW around pin and its direct effect on the JC flow stress values,
whereas the ZH flow stress is not strain dependant. This also suggests that the JC flow stress model
may need some model tunings; for example an application of different stick coefficient may be
required to use in the JC model for FSW simulations when compared to the ZH flow stress model.
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Figure 9: The effect of applying CFD model results (namely the temperature, strain and strain rate distributions)
from ZH flow stress model into JC flow stress, under different dynamic viscosity equations

In order to understand exactly how much the deformation strains affects the JC flow stress model
predictions, next we considered a strain state equal to zero around the pin by putting B=0 in Eq. 11
and applied the values of temperature and strain rate resulting from the CFD model with the ZH flow
stress into the JC flow stress equation. The idea is that strain softening happens in high temperatures
around the FSW tool by dynamic recrystallization and hence the strain values in this region are
annihilated. The results of this attempt are shown in Figure 10.
It is clear that the shear flow stress resulted in the CFD model using the JC flow stress
(elastoviscopolastic model) with zero strain around pin becomes much closer to the ones that had been
resulted from the ZH flow stress model (perfectly viscoplastic), specially in the trailing edge (as
shown in Figure 4). The 2D multiphysics model can be effectively used as a baseline to study the
effect of other constitutive model parameters and understand their differences regarding model
predictions and underlying material behaviours.

Figure 10: Effect of applying temperature and strain rate results from CFD model-ZH flow stress into the CSMJC flow stress model, both under the condition of zero strain around the pin

V.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, after a survey of earlier approaches, we studied the effect of using different constitutive
equations in a previously validated multiphysics model of FSW, under the same welding conditions
on aluminum 6061 sample. It was found that using the CFD approach, all the three dynamic viscosity
equations (power law, Carreau model and Perzyna model) on average yielded similar shear stress
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around the pin while the Carreau dynamic viscosity model predicted slightly lower values. Comparing
the CFD and CSM approaches, however, it was found that if one uses the CFD approach’s
temperature, strain and strain rate predictions and import them into the Johnson-Cook flow stress
equation (CSM approach), the resulting shear stress around the pin is in general much higher with the
Johnson-Cook’s flow stress equation compared to the Zener-Hollomon flow stress. Other specific
results of the study may be summarized as follows.
 The maximum temperature occurs in the retailing edge of the pin (between regions 2 and 3
shown in Figure 3), while the maximum shear strain rate occurs in the advancing side of the
pin (between regions 3 and 4) during FSW.
 All the three dynamic viscosity models (power law, Carreau model and Perzyna model)
resulted in similar maximum temperatures, however the Carreau model predicts a relatively
higher minimum temperature. Also Perzyna dynamic viscosity model generates higher shear
strain rates compared to the power law and Carreau models.
 The dynamic viscosity in all the three CFD models becomes closer in the areas where
temperature is near the solidus temperature of the plates. In other weld regions, the Perzyna
dynamic viscosity model predicted higher dynamic viscosity values.
 The temperature distribution on the weld centerline and the required torque on the pin are
predicted comparably using the three dynamic viscosity models. This means from a practical
point of view, the external energy required to weld the material is independent of the
underlying CFD constitutive models used for simulation.
 The Johnson-Cook (JC) flow stress equation may need a different FSW model tunings; for
example applying a different stick coefficient, in order to predict a comparable model
performance to the Perzyna dynamic viscosity model in FSW simulations. At high
temperatures, if one drops the strain components from the JC model, it could predict shear
stresses close to the ones predicted via the CFD dynamic viscosity equations with the ZenerHollomon flow stress.
VI. FUTURE WORK
This study employed a 2D integrated multiphysics model of FSW for aluminum 6061 and compared
the effect of different constitutive equations. For future studies, a 3D integrated multyphysics model
can be developed for more accurate comparisons, in conjunction with more experimental data and insitu weld studies, especially on FSW of thick plates or parts with irregular geometries. Other future
work may include assessing the use other CSM and CFD based constitutive equations and their
combinations; e.g., employing the Zener-Hollomon flow stress prediction in Perzyna dynamic
viscosity model to predict FSW process outputs.
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